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By all accounts, Freelan Oscar Stanley was an industrious man with brilliant intellect. Born a 
decade prior to the Civil War, Freelan (known as F.O.) and his twin brother, Francis (known as 
F.E.) were itinerant inventors. Together they created a revolutionary photographic emulsion which 
they sold to Eastman Kodak. The brothers used the proceeds to design the Stanley Steamer—
the premier steam powered automobile of the early twentieth century. When F.O.’s health began 
to deteriorate from tuberculosis, he moved to Estes Park Colorado and built the very successful 
Stanley Hotel which was open during summers only and was later featured in Stephen King’s 
“The Shining.”1 

F.O. Stanley was a practicing industrial designer at least a decade 
before the discipline was named. He also possessed a keen sense 
of timing-his businesses and technologies thrived under his 
ownership, but usually failed after being sold. F.O. had an uncanny 
ability to see the technological horizon where most others of the day 
did not. He was able to stay on the forefront of technology and 
avoid being felled by disruptive technologies. 
 
The Stanley brothers’ photographic emulsion was their longest 
lasting invention—it remained a core technology for nearly a 
century before being displaced by digital imaging. Eastman Kodak 
foresaw the changing technology tide rolling in and survived the 
digital transition; Polaroid Corporation did not and became a victim 
of disruption. 
 

 
 
 
The Stanley Steamer 
The Stanley Motor Carriage Company 
built the premier steam-powered 
automobile; it outsold all gas-powered 
cars during the company’s peak years. 
Although it was expensive, the Stanley 
Steamer was the best transportation 
available in the early 1910s; it ran on 
many fuel types such as gasoline, 
kerosene, or alcohol. It achieved 
approximately 10-12 miles per gallon of 
fuel and 10 miles per gallon of water. The 
boiler was actually quite safe, with no 
instances of explosions ever recorded. 
The power train was an example of 
efficiency; only a differential was used and 
no gearing was required. Steam was a 
trusted method of creating power at the 
turn of the century—20 horsepower in a 
steam engine provided an impressive 
amount of torque. The Steamer was 
capable of reaching 75 miles per hour if a 
suitable road could be found. 
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The internal combustion engine had been around for a 
century, but due to inherent problems had not received 
wide acceptance. Early engines were complex and 
required refined fuels which were not readily available 
outside of cities. They were started by hand cranks 
which often caused injuries. Stanley referred to 
gasoline engines as “Internal Explosion Engines” in an 
effort to highlight the “hazardous” attributes of the 
newfangled technology. However, the gasoline engine 
was much cheaper to build, and with the invention of 
the electric starter and spread of fuel stations, rapidly 
gained market share. The gas engine started 
instantaneously- a big advantage over the Steamer’s 
starting time of twenty minutes. F.O. Stanley sold the 
Motor Carriage Company at its peak in 1917 to 

Prescott Warren, who failed to monitor the quick advance of the new power plant. By this time, 
innovation in steam power was easily outpaced by gasoline power. Besides the advanced 
features, the gas car was much cheaper- during it’s last year of production a 1924 Stanley sedan 
cost $3950, compared to under $500 for a Ford Model T. Disruptive innovation claimed another 
victim as Warren closed the Stanley plant forever.2,3  
 
F.O. Stanley combined innovations to create 
his last success. As tuberculosis caused his 
health to deteriorate, he researched medical 
journals for cures. His doctor suggested that 
dirty urban air worsened the disease. Stanley 
moved to Estes Park, Colorado and 
experienced instant improvement in his 
symptoms. Encouraged, he built a remote 
luxury hotel. Stanley provided a parade of 
Stanley Steamers to transport guests and their 
voluminous luggage up the craggy mountain 
roads. Guests were required to stay a 
minimum of five months at the hotel. After 
F.O. Stanley’s death in 1940, ownership 
changed often and the services were reduced. 
The hotel fell into disrepair during the 1970s as roads and transportation improved and competing 
hotels offered stays as short as one night. The new owners of the hotel failed to react in time to 
innovations in the hospitality industry. Only the release of the popular movie “The Shining” in 
1980 and the ensuing interest from Stephen King fans saved the hotel. 
 
So what is the buzz about disruptive innovation? 
 
Clayton Christensen first coined the phrase in his 1997 book “The Innovators Dilemma: When 
New Technologies Cause Great Firms to Fail.” He showed that time after time, almost all the 
organizations that have died or been displaced by a new paradigm (a new set of rules), have 
seen the disruption coming, but did nothing until it was too late. By doing what good companies 
are supposed to do—cater to their most profitable customers and focus investments where profit 
margins are most attractive—established industry leaders are on a path of sustaining innovations 
and leave themselves open for disruptive technologies to bury them. When disruptive innovations 
occur, many established companies are paralyzed. They are almost always motivated to go up-
market than to defend these new or low-end markets.4,5 

 
An innovation that is disruptive allows a whole new population of consumers access to a product 
or service that was historically only accessible to consumers with a lot of money or a lot of skill.  
Characteristics of disruptive businesses, at least in their initial stages, can include:  lower gross 



margins, smaller target markets, and simpler products and services that may not appear as 
attractive as existing solutions when compared against traditional performance metrics.  
 

Because companies tend to 
innovate faster than their customers’ 
lives change, most organizations 
eventually end up producing 
products or services that are too 
good, too expensive, and too 
inconvenient for many customers.  
By only pursuing “sustaining 
innovations” that perpetuate what 
has historically helped them 
succeed, companies unwittingly 
open the door to “disruptive 
innovations”.6 

 
The Need for Disruptive Innovation 
Only 25 percent of all new products that established companies introduce in their markets 
succeed. Seventy-five percent fail. Only ten percent of companies can maintain a level of growth 
that satisfies their shareholders over the long term. Ninety percent cannot. Most of those 
companies seem to be doing all the right things—listening to their best customers, keeping a 
close eye on competitors, and investing heavily in technological advancements.  Long-term 
success requires more. It requires that companies develop strategies around disruptive 
innovations.9 

 
Disruptive innovations either create new markets or reshape existing markets by delivering 
relatively simple, convenient, low-cost innovations to a set of customers who are ignored by 
industry leaders. Historically, companies that dominate an industry have had little interest in 
pursuing these types of innovations because profit margins are often lower and the innovations 
don’t address the needs of those companies’ best customers.  
 
Disruptive innovation has many faces; it can be a new technology, service or a new twist of an 
existing product to an underserved market niche. Disruptive innovation is a game-changer within 
an industry and as industrial designers we often change the way the game is played. A thorough 
understanding of how this phenomenon, disruptive innovation, affects the market will position 
innovators, like industrial designers, to capitalize desired markets with product or service 
concepts of greater impact. 
 
 
The Disruptive Innovation Concept Development Model 
There is a simple, important principle at the core of the disruptive innovation theory: companies 
innovate faster than customers’ lives change. Because of this, most organizations end up 
producing products that are too good, too expensive, and too inconvenient for many customers. 
By only pursuing these “sustaining innovations,” companies unwittingly open the door to entrants 
that can offer simpler, more convenient and lower-cost products to those customers who have no 
need to keep up with the accelerated pace of innovative change.   
 
It is at this point where designers can begin to analyze their design concepts in terms of 
disruptive innovation.  During the concept phase of the product development process designers 
can evaluate and analyze their concepts in terms of disruptive innovation principles. 



 
 

 
The Disruptive Innovation Checklist Descriptions and Examples 

 
• Disrupt the Status Quo - The Law of Disruption refers to the way in which innovative 

technologies disrupt the social order or status quo.  It first appeared in the book Unleashing 
the Killer App. According to the authors, societal change is incremental (linear) while 
technological change is exponential.10 This disparity often leads to physical capabilities that 
far exceed the capacity societal norms can handle. For instance, technology such as trains or 
boats may bring a wave of immigrants to a country that is not yet comfortable with foreign 
cultures. Since attitudes of a population take time to evolve—through death, rebirth and 
adoption of new beliefs—while superior technology often proliferates rapidly, in this example 
the xenophobia would exist much longer than the antiquated means of transportation. 

 
• Innovation Saturation - the point at which growth rates stop increasing and start 

decreasing.11 
 

• Category Killer is a term used in marketing and strategic management to describe a 
product, service, brand or company that has such a distinct sustainable competitive 
advantage that competing firms find it almost impossible to operate profitably  in that industry. 
The existence of a category killer will eliminate almost all market entities, whether real or 
virtual. Many existing firms will leave the industry, thereby increasing the industry's 
concentration ratio. 

 
• The Entrenched Player's Dilemma is the choice faced by existing businesses in a changing 

marketplace. In order to embrace new ideas fully, they must abandon their current revenue 
streams.12 Thus, a dilemma between what works today and what will work tomorrow. 

 
• Obsolescence is the state of being which occurs when a person, object, or service is no 

longer wanted even though it may still be in good working order. Obsolescence frequently 
occurs because a replacement has become available that is superior in one or more aspects. 

 
• Leapfrogging is when the radical innovations eventually become the new technological 

paradigm, the newcomer companies leapfrog ahead of former leading firms.  Example: Digital 
Communication: A frequently cited example is countries which move directly from having no 
telephones to having cellular phones, skipping the stage of copper wire landline telephones 
altogether. 

 



Even though this is not an exhausted list of disruptive innovation principles to reference possible 
design solutions it provides a bases to establish a view for analyzes.  It is recommended to add 
other disruptive innovation principles to this checklist during the design development process.  
 
Case Study 1: The Fall of Polaroid 
Inventor Edwin Land built the Polaroid Corporation on a pivotal belief: consumer markets could 
be created around inventions from scientific research. Land was a brilliant Harvard dropout who 
invented polarizing film in 1929; the invention was used in photographic filters (sold to Eastman 
Kodak) and in Polaroid Day Sunglasses, which created a steady revenue stream for the 
company. The technology led to a revolutionary 3D film process and the production of variable 
shading windows- both impressive, but financially unsuccessful. The new company enjoyed huge 
success in military contracts, but at the end of WWII, Polaroid was in deep financial trouble. In 
1946, Land’s new technology saved the company. He created a sensation with instant, self-
developing film which provided rapid gratification for amateur photographers.  
 
By 1950, Polaroid’s Instant Camera was sold by over four thousand dealers. Just a year earlier, 
Kodak nearly had a monopoly on the entire industry. Polaroid continued with sustaining 
innovations over the next two decades; black and white film was supplanted by color film and 
instant cameras became much less expensive. Land’s corporation had gained so much market 
share that even mighty Eastman Kodak introduced their version of an instant camera in 1985. 
After Kodak’s splashy introduction of the system, Polaroid sued the company for patent 

infringement, which Kodak 
ultimately lost and caused 
much embarrassment and 
expensive reparations. But 
by this time, Kodak had 
already become a pioneer 
in the disruptive technology 
which would be Polaroid’s 
undoing.  
 
When Kodak introduced its 
DC-40 Digital Camera in 
1995, the specifications 
were laughable- a price of 
nearly one-thousand dollars 
and .38 megapixels of 
resolution.13 But this 
technology was well timed- 
The ensuing proliferation of 
personal computers, 

imaging software, internet sites, and instant messaging created a rapidly growing need for digital 
images. Polaroid responded to the introduction in what seemed a sensible manner—they 
continued to find new markets for instant film. Polaroid reached “innovation saturation” with new 
technologies such as the i-Zone Color Changing Instant Camera, which created photo stickers 
that changed color based on body heat. This technology and others only created niche markets- 
Polaroid was heavily capitalized in film technology and way behind digitally. Polaroid was caught 
in the “entrenched players’ dilemma.” Kodak and other new entrants from the photographic and 
consumer electronics rapidly developed the “category killer” of digital photography. Polaroid filed 
for bankruptcy protection in 2001.7,8 
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Case Study 2: The Decline of the Sony Walkman  
 

In the summer of 1979, Sony Corporation introduced a product 
which became a cultural artifact; it is a meaningful object because 
it has become associated with a distinct set of social practices 
(such as listening to music while on an airplane).14 The Walkman 
was introduced to the world with an advertising campaign which 
emphasized entertainment freedom. Enjoying high fidelity 
recorded music prior to the Walkman usually was a group activity; 
home stereos and portable radios used loudspeakers, transistor 
radios could be enjoyed solo, but were usually low fidelity fare just 
for one ear.  
 
The Walkman made entertainment personal. Users could regulate 

their moods, control the urban environment, and create a 
semblance of privacy in a crowded world. The audio cassette-

playing Walkman was first, but soon variations appeared-some had FM radio receivers, others 
AM & FM, then cassette, AM & FM. Soon, the Sony introduced a revolutionary side-projecting, 
low voltage TV vacuum tube screen for the first TV Walkman. By 1984, the power of the 
Walkman brand seemed invincible as the Walkman CD was released. Every five years Sony 
would introduce anniversary Walkman products for aficionados.15  The “category killer” came in 
2001 from an unlikely source outside of the traditional consumer electronics industry; a computer 
manufacturer known for innovation combined technologies to create a “killer application.” Apple 
Computer unveiled not only a digital music player, but also a revolutionary music distribution 
system. The iPod’s and iTunes’ first generation was meager by today’s standards. Initial reviews 
were very mixed; many critics were confused by the technology and the high price of the players, 
which started at $400. But the hardware and software system worked much better than previous 
competitive attempts and the new digital method of distributing of music was dramatically cheaper 
than the established compact disc distribution. Sony Corporation was firmly entrenched in CD 
manufacture and distribution with its Sony Music division.  Sony had long been considered a 
leading developer of technologies, but they had now been threatened with obsolesces on two 
fronts- CD manufacturing and distribution and player technology. 
 

Sony reacted to the iPod by 
doing what it did best; it 
designed attractive and 
clever MP3 players with the 
Walkman moniker, and sold 
them to traditional 
electronics outlets. The 
company was severely 
lacking in software 
development. Often, 
downloaded music and 
videos just didn’t work with 
the included player 
software. Sony had failed to 
consider the importance of 
developing a cohesive 
hardware and software 
solution. Six years later with 
hundreds of competitors 
entering the MP3 player 
marketplace, the Apple iPod 



still maintains an amazing 71% market share. Sony now languishes with an MP3 player market 
share of only 2%.16 

 
Case Study 3: The Rise of the Wii 
Although Atari established the home video game industry with the first cartridge system in 1977, 
the Atari 2600, the poor quality of software led to the video game crash of 1983. Nintendo had 
been a manufacturer of playing cards until it’s entry into video games with the Nintendo 
Entertainment System in 1985. The system single-handedly revitalized the industry and it rapidly 
became the market leader. After leading the industry for nearly five years, Nintendo moved to 
second place with the improved graphics and sound of the Sega Genesis. In the third generation 
of video game consoles, a newcomer, Sony Corporation rocketed to the lead in 1995 with the 3D 
capabilities of the PlayStation. With three major players, Nintendo was still number two. The 
fourth generation of consoles (in 2000) saw Nintendo move to third place, behind Sony and 
newcomer, Microsoft. Both the Sony PlayStation 2 and Microsoft Xbox featured much improved 
graphics and sound over the Nintendo Gamecube.17 

 
By 2005, and the beginning 
of the fifth generation of 
machines, the forecast 
looked bleak for Nintendo; 
the smaller company simply 
could not compete with the 
resources of its much larger 
competitors, Sony and 
Microsoft. Nintendo decided 
to make a bold move and 
“disrupt the status quo.”  
 
Using the aged hardware 
capabilities of its existing 
Gamecube console, 
designers created an 
innovative control system 
which responded to gamers’ 
gestures, a much more 
intuitive method of 

controlling games. The scheme effectively made joystick control obsolete, and attracted a new, 
huge underserved segment of the market, casual gamers. These gamers were more likely to play 
video games in groups, were older, and were not as demanding in the areas of graphics and 
sound. Nintendo’s Wii system was much less expensive to produce than either Sony’s 
PlayStation 3 or Microsoft’s Xbox 360; at introduction, Nintendo sold the Wii at a profit while Sony 
and Microsoft sold their consoles initially at large losses. As of 2009, Nintendo had regained top 
market share in the videogame console market at 48%. Microsoft and Sony were trailing 
significantly at 28% and 24%.18 

 
Conclusion 
In industrial design education some business and marketing classes are not required and often 
ideas and concepts such as disruptive innovation are explored and discussed in studio courses or 
professional practice courses. So, in an every changing, accelerated market, it is practical to 
expose our design students to business and marketing innovations.  
 
Understanding disruptive innovation can facilitate designers in improving their ability to produce 
innovative concepts.  It is our recommendation that, in addition to existing concept producing 
methods, this conceptual teaching model for concept development will be another methodology 
for designers and design educators’ repertoire.  
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